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ABSTRACT 
 

The foraging system of honeybees (Genus Apis), being socially and 

individually controlled, represents the most complex behavioral system 

known among invertebrates. This system had been most thoroughly 

studied in the European hive-bee (Apis mellifera), with major advances 

achieved in the previous century based on prize-winning discoveries of 

Karl von Frisch. Much of v. Frisch and collaborators‘ research on 

honeybees was closely linked to the analysis of the bees‘ communication 

dances inside the hive. Concerning the navigation system of individual 

foragers outside the hive, I will review recent new findings and their 

theoretical integration. 

Investigating the navigation system of a small insect, flying distances 

of up to several kilometers, is challenging. Innovative methods (e.g. use 

of harmonic radar) have yielded novel insights, useful to develop a new 

explanatory and synthesizing theoretical framework. In brief: 

Simple straight journeys from the hive to a collecting site, or the 

reverse, are both constructed of three distinct sequential constituents: 
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Distal navigation, peripheral navigation and focal navigation. Dead 

reckoning, the use of compass and distance knowledge, dominates distal 

navigation, which may span kilometers. Peripheral navigation, being used 

in the less than 100m range around the respective target, is dominated by 

the use of remembered terrestrial cues in order to orient towards the 

chosen goal from different directions. Focal navigation prepares for 

touchdown, based on increasing fine-grained spatial visual knowledge 

close to the target location. The knowledge required to implement this 

three-part navigation system is acquired in reverse order during 

exploration: Focal exploration, peripheral exploration and distal 

exploration. 

This relatively simple three-part navigation system increases in 

complexity by adding navigation hubs, locations at which the individual 

bee interrupts navigation and decides when and where to depart towards 

another location. There are two types of such hubs: the hive itself and 

some recently identified extra-hive hubs, located at some distal collecting 

sites where the forager decides to fly home or to fly to some other 

collecting site, if the current one is depleted. Honeybees are also capable 

to make iterative use of focal navigation to successfully traverse mazes. 

Given comparative evidence, the honeybee‘s three-part individual 

navigation system is found exclusively in the monophyletic lineage of the 

Euaculeata, the mostly nest-provisioning stinging wasps and bees. The 

species rich family of the ants (Formicidae) is an offshoot inside this 

lineage, but their navigation system is somewhat differently structured in 

adaptation to navigation on the ground and even underground.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Workers of honeybees (Genus Apis) spend the last part of their life on 

foraging, their cognitively most demanding task. Like all complex behaviors, 

foraging is punctuated by sequences of adaptive decision making among 

possible behavioral alternatives. Thus, the roundtrips in this review are 

bracketed by a number of decisions: to leave the hive to navigate to some 

collecting site where the foragers decide to search and collect. Thereafter the 

roundtrip continues with the decision to leave the collecting cite to navigate to 

some other target, another feeding site or the hive, places where target-specific 

decisions interrupt or finally terminate the roundtrip.  

In the European honeybees (several subspecies of the Apis mellifera) 

roundtrips regularly cover distances of several kilometers and the total 

foraging range of a colony covers some 100 square kilometers (Seeley 1985). 

Learning and implementing the navigation flight over such distances across 
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such a huge area is an enormous cognitive achievement, even more so, 

considering the tiny size of the bee-brain and short space of life-time, some 

two weeks, dedicated to this activity. For comparison, it takes us humans at 

least ten years to become proficient independent navigators (Learmonth & 

Newcombe 2010)  

A behavior so demanding and complex as the honeybee‘s roundtrip 

navigation must have a long evolutionary history. The deep roots are largely 

unexplored. The particular roundtrip structure as found in the honeybees is a 

shared derived homology (synapomorphy) of most, if not all, flying and 

nesting Hymeoptera, the monophyletic taxon of the Euaculeata (Jander 1997). 

The adaptive radiation of this lineage started some 160 million years ago 

(Grimaldi and Engel 2005, Michener 2007). Well known Euaculeata are all the 

social and solitary bees (Anthophilia or Apiformes), the spider wasps 

(Pompilidae), the diggerwasps (Sphecidae and Crabronidae), the paper wasps 

(Vespidae) and the ants (Formicidae). However, in the diverse and 

ecologically successful ants the worker cast has lost flight; consequently, their 

roundtrip structure is a modified version of that of their flying ancestors 

(Hölldobler & Wilson 1990). 

Among the thousands of euaculeate species the European honeybee (Apis 

mellifera) has the best-studied roundtrip structure. This will be the focus of 

this review; findings in other species will only be mentioned if they add 

additional insight not yet available for the honeybee. First I will cover the 

simple navigation between hive and one feeding site of the experienced 

forager; then the exploratory learning process on which this navigation skill is 

based; and finally, I will show how various constituents of honeybee 

navigation can be recombined in various adaptive ways. 

 

 

EXPERIENCED NAVIGATION BETWEEN 

HIVE AND FEEDING SITE 
 

The simple roundtrip comprises two parts, the outward journey and the 

return journey. Each one is composed of the same three distinct, sequentially 

deployed constituents, distal navigation, peripheral navigation, and focal 

navigation (Palikij et al. 2011). This recent insight was preceded by Dyer‘s 

(1996) distinction between distal and proximal navigation, the latter now being 

subdivided into peripheral and focal navigation. In the following the 
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discriminating characteristics of these three navigation mechanisms will be 

explained. 

Distal Navigation. The decision to journey home, or out from there, is 

followed by distal navigation: the forager departs straight in a remembered 

direction. The underlying mechanism has been convincingly revealed by 

displacing an individual about to depart. This was first done with harvester 

ants (Messor) starting to home (Piéron 1904) and with similar outcome in a 

number of other species of ants (Brun 1914): the displaced ants travelled in the 

changed environment in the same direction and distance as if they had not 

been displaced. Such place-independent navigation performance had been 

aptly called virtual orientation (Brun 1914). Similarly, in numerous 

subsequent matching experiments with homing honeybees these displaced 

bees also displayed virtual orientation (e.g. Wolf 1927, Meder 1958, Geiger et 

al. 1994, Menzel et al. 2012). Corroborating for the outward journey, foragers 

about to leave the hive had been similarly displaced, where after they too 

displayed virtual orientation towards an imaginary feeding site (Renner 1959, 

Menzel et al. 1900, Menzel et al. 2006, Menzel et al. 2005). 

What is the mechanism of virtual orientation (navigation) in experienced 

ants and bees? Darwin‘s (1873) hypothesis still best explains virtual 

orientation to this day: dead-reckoning. The navigating bee knows from 

previous exploration its navigation vector (direction and distance) towards its 

respective goal. The direction is kept by a celestial light compass and the 

diminishing distance from the goal is measured by the passing optic flow 

while flying straight. During the approach the expected distance to the goal 

still to be travelled is measured by the decremented vector length represented 

in the working memory. Arriving at the goal point, the initially recalled goal-

vector is decremented to zero; after this event Cruse and Wehner (2011), 

among many others, refer tellingly of ―zero-vector bees or ants.‖ 

The numerous and consistent results, showing virtual orientation after 

displacing honeybees about to initiate distal navigation, gives the strong 

impression that they completely ignore or even don‘t know any distal 

terrestrial navigation cues. Both is wrong on two counts. 

First, if there is a conflict between compass cues and extremely salient 

visual terrestrial cues, like a continuous forest edge parallel to the flight 

direction, such terrestrial cues can overrule the bee‘s use of the celestial 

compass (v. Frisch & Lindauer 1954). 

Second, given the finding that virtual navigation is used for homing, the 

knowledge base of which depends on the experience of the preceding outward 

journey, without such a journey, a ―zero-vector‖ bee, when displaced from the 
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nest (hive), should not be able return home. The prediction proved to be 

wrong, many times. The initial discovery was made long time ago by Fabre 

(1879) who displaced mason bees (Chalicodoma muraria) up to several 

kilometers form their nest location, and these bees managed to return. 

Honeybees accomplish the same feat, given they had a chance to first explore 

their home range (e.g. Romanes 1885, Wolf 1926, Becker 1958, Capaldi & 

Dyer 1999, Menzel 2011). 

What is the solution to this puzzle? Back-up: If an overcast sky eliminates 

the celestial compass cues, honeybees successfully navigate with terrestrial 

navigation cues (Dyer & Gould 1981, Schöne & Kuehme 2001). Otherwise, if 

there is no reliable fully self-controlled journey away from the hive, the 

information for dead-reckoning back home cannot be inferred and then 

previously explored terrestrial cues are there to help out. Details of what 

constitutes such terrestrial cues are still uninvestigated. 

Peripheral navigation. The recently identified and labeled peripheral 

navigation takes over from distal navigation at a distance of less than 100m 

from the hives (Palikij et al. 2011). On sunny days peripheral navigation 

strikingly differs from distal navigation by switching from dead-reckoning to 

the use of known terrestrial navigation cues that surround the hive. This is 

experimentally demonstrated by displacing bees within the periphery: instead 

of virtual navigation, as in distal navigation, the displaced bees recognize their 

new location and then aim correctly in the direction of their hive (Palikij et al. 

2011). From this performance one can infer the existence in the bee‘s memory 

the representations of places and associated compass directions. But few 

details are known. 

By far the most thorough research on euaculeate peripheral navigation is 

that of Baerends (1941) on the sandwasp (Amophila pubescens). This species 

cares simultaneously for several larvae in several nests. The wasp inspects 

each nest and renders them invisible by plugging and spreading sand over 

them in order to prevent robbing. Depending on need, the larvae are fed with 

caterpillars hunted in the surrounding heath vegetation. The hunting area is 

about the same size as the peripheral navigation area of the honeybee. 

Displaced within the hunting area the prey carrying wasps can return straight 

to their nests nest from any direction. Displacing artificial terrestrial cues near 

the nest during absence of the wasp causes the wasp to search for its nest on a 

false place away from its true nest, matching the displacement distance of the 

artificial cues. Similarly in honeybees: displacing a single conspicuous 

landmark near a hive in an otherwise barren surrounding misguides the 

homing foragers (Gasbichler 1968) 
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The area of peripheral navigation in honeybee has been called peripheral 

correction area, assuming that its function is to correct inevitable long-

distance dead-reckoning errors (Palikij et al. 2011). This idea is supported by 

the observation that satiated displaced homing bees switch near the hive from 

dead reckoning to a correcting, landmark-based approach to the hive (Geiger 

et al 1995). 

Peripheral navigation near a feeding location, similar to the peripheral 

navigation near the hive, is suggested by some displacement experiments of 

Dyer et al 1993) Bees departing from the hive were displaced to three 

locations near a previously visited feeder. Instead of the expected virtual 

orientation (dead reckoning) after such a displacement they turned from all 

three places directly toward the feeder, suggesting peripheral, landmark-based 

navigation. By contrast, when displaced far from the known feeder location 

they deployed dead reckoning as expected. 

Focal Navigation. Focal navigation controls the final approach and 

touchdown on the target, nest or feeder. The close distance to a known goal 

location greatly facilitates experimental research and more details are known 

than can be reviewed here. The distinction between peripheral and focal 

navigation is reminiscent of Collett‘s (1992) suggestion of two types of 

landmark memory: One of distal cues to find the approximate goal location 

and one for close, focal visual landmarks for pinpointing the goal.  

 

 

THREE DISTINCT PATTERNS OF EXPLORATION 
 

A well-honed foraging roundtrip requires considerable spatial knowledge, 

which is systematically acquired in distinct flight patterns of exploration, 

which are typical and exclusive for flying Euaculeata. The three sequential 

phases of navigation are matched in reverse order by three distinct phases of 

exploration: focal exploration, peripheral exploration and distal exploration. 

These three phases of exploration have modular properties. They can be 

chained together sequentially or can be deployed in isolation, depending on 

need. Observing but one of the three phases in a particular context never rules 

out the optional use of the others in a different context. 

The first to observe and correctly explain aculeate exploration flights was 

the traveling naturalist Bates (1863) who observed this ―circling‖ behavior in 

the digger wasp Microbembex monodonta after finishing its nest and before 

leaving for a hunt. Since then, similar and fairly stereotyped focal and 

peripheral exploration flights have been described exclusively in such a large 
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number of different flying euaculeate species that these action patterns can be 

safely called shared, derived characters (synapomorphies) of this taxon (Jander 

1997). Due to difficulties of tracking high flying insects, reports about distal 

exploration are rare and incomplete. 

Focal exploration. Focal exploration in the honeybee takes place close to 

the hive entrance or close to a rich feeding resource. It is the easiest 

exploration phase to observe and hence most thoroughly studied (e.g. Vollbehr 

1975, Capaldi & Dyer 19990, Lehrer 1991, Lehrer 93). Still, research on 

honeybee focal navigation is no match to the meticulous, in depth research by 

Zeil (2003a,b) on the near-nest focal exploration and navigation of digger-

wasps of the genus Cerceris, and by Philippides et al. 2013) of the near-nest 

focal and peripheral exploration of the bumblebee Bombus terrestris. In the 

latter‘s terminology ―zigzag motive‖ stands of focal exploration and ―looping 

motive‖ for peripheral exploration. 

Focal exploration takes time and energy. Environmental novelty is 

required to motivate it. Honeybee focal exploration may tacitly take place 

while approaching a target, but is really conspicuous when leaving the hive or 

a just discovered food source. The departing bee immediately turns around and 

faces the point of departure. It then laterally flies left-right alternating arcs 

while continuously and approximately facing the point of departure. Gradually 

the alternating arcs increase in amplitude and height up to a point when the 

focal exploration terminates. Somehow during this process the bees gains 

knowledge about the near-goal cues used in focal navigation. To be reliable, 

several bouts of focal navigation might be required. At the end of a focal 

navigation bout the bee may decide to return to the starting location, or it may 

depart straight, or it may start peripheral exploration. 

Peripheral Exploration. Peripheral exploration in honeybees may follow 

focal exploration or starts immediately in a novel environment prior to 

departing. The flight pattern is sharply different from that of focal exploration. 

The bee flies forward instead of laterally and circles around the departure 

location instead of oscillating between left and right. The incomplete circles 

(arcs) alternate between clockwise and counterclockwise rotation with the 

switch made by a tight-turns. The circles increase in diameter and height 

which makes it easy to lose sight of the bee. Video-analysis of the initial near-

nest peripheral exploration circles in a bumblebee disclosed that at the switch-

points between the peripheral exploration arcs the bee faces in the direction of 

its nest and may at this points sample and encode discrete sets of terrestrial 

cues to be used later in guiding peripheral navigation home (Phillipides et al. 

2013). 
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Convincing evidence for the link between peripheral exploration and 

peripheral navigation came from a study by Opfinger (1931). She discovered 

that foraging bees at her feeding stations learned about focal navigation cues 

(odor, visual pattern, color) during the approach flight and conducted 

peripheral exploration when departing. Taking advantage of this fortuitous 

separation of focal and peripheral exploration she displaced 123 marked 

feeding bees from the arrival location to a novel location some 15m away 

where they all engaged in peripheral exploration before heading towards their 

hive. When retuning thereafter to the feeding area, 101 bees indeed searched at 

the displaced new location for the missing focal navigation cues, undoubtedly 

guided there by the peripheral navigation cues explored prior to the preceding 

flight home; the few remaining displaced bees ignored their recent peripheral 

experience and returned directly to their old feeding location. 

Distal Exploration. Until recently there was no way to investigate distal 

exploration because exploring bees quickly moved out of sight. This limitation 

changed dramatically with the introduction of harmonic radar tracking of 

freely flying bees. First recordings of distal exploration are now available. 

Bees in a novel environment explore greater distances from their hive by 

flying out in hairpin loops. Each excursion is restricted to a narrow sector. 

Gradually loops cover greater and greater distances (Capaldi et al. 2000). 

Much has still to be learned about distal exploration such as the transition from 

exploration to foraging. Also, is distal exploration restricted to the hive? Is 

distal exploration similarly shaped in other species? 

 

 

HIGHER ORDER NAVIGATION SKILLS 
 

The navigation performance of individual honeybees can be more 

complex than the simple shuttling between two places. Various components of 

the navigation system can be combined into higher-order navigational 

structures. Three cases are worth mentioning: 

The Multi-Hub System. A hub in the navigation system of the honeybee is 

a place where the bee is apt to choose one among two more outward journeys 

towards different goals, contingent on various types of information. The hive 

is the primary hub. Here bees may choose between different simple roundtrips 

depending on the time of the day or some reminding odor (Wahl 1932, 

Lindauer 1960, Reinhard et al. 2006). 

Foraging bees may also establish secondary hubs away from the hive. A 

secondary hub can be a feeding site where the bees can learn to depart towards 
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one or more alternative feeding site if the current one is depleted or they 

decide to fly back home if they could fill their crop locally (Najera et al. 

2012). 

Honeybees are fast and flexible in establishing new primary hubs when 

establishing a swam site or when a swarm had moved into a new nesting site 

(Dyer 1993, Robinson & Dyer 1993). 

Trap-Lining. Nectaries keep secreting. For this, it makes sense for a nectar 

foraging bee to journey sequentially to the same blossoms and single 

flowering plants at different locations, a foraging strategy referred to as trap-

lining. In honeybees trap-ling has not yet been thoroughly studied, instead, 

such an exemplary research on the bumblebee Bombus terrestris provides 

valuable insight that most likely applies to honeybees as well (Lihoreau et al. 

2012). Over repeated roundtrips individual bumblebees combine exploration 

with navigation. They discover thereby continuously productive artificial 

blossoms, gradually reduces errors of repeat visits and compute shortcut routes 

from blossom to blossom. It is reasonable to assume that the trap-lining bee 

iteratively repeats the distal-peripheral-focal navigation sequence. 

Traversing Mazes. Traversing mazes, like trap-lining, requires repetitive 

deployment of navigation skills. In mazes the bees keep repeating focal 

navigation, which involves the use fine-grained focal navigation vision in 

order to link distinct visual stimuli with left-right choices at branches (e.g. 

Weiss 1953,1954a, Zhang et al. 1992, Zhang et al. 2000). Entrance and return 

routes in mazes have to be learned independently (Weiss 1954b). 

Due to the iterative use of high-resolution pattern vision in focal 

navigation, mazes are excellent tools in studying pattern vision and even 

concept learning in honeybees (Srinivasan & Zhang 1998, Zhang 2006, 

Horridge 2009). 

 

 

OVERALL CONCLUSION 
 

The three-component theory of navigation, as advanced here, applies to 

honeybees and the other nesting and flying bees and wasps (Euaculeata). This 

theory is a powerful descriptive, predictive terminological and conceptual tool 

that coherently links together a large body of ethological (behavioral) 

experimental findings. There is no other competing theory similarly covering 

the same body of knowledge. 
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